CERTIFYING INLAND VESSELES WITHIN THE 1.5 M SOCIETY

The Corona crisis has caused a great deal and led to unprecedented measures. We will also have to adapt within inland navigation because of the 1.5 m society. NBKB will continue to carry out the certification inspections. In order to be able to do this responsibly in accordance with RIVM health and safety guidelines, here are a number of tips and procedures:

**Owner / skipper**
- Wash hands regularly / use disinfectant
- Use paper handkerchiefs
- Cough / sneeze in the elbow
- Clean surfaces regularly
- Keep 1.5 m distance (also in small spaces)
- Inform inspector when feeling ill
- Use only your own pen
- Be careful with coffee makers for general use
- Provide visible routing: (SB front, PS aft)

**Inspector**
- Have contact in advance about the 1.5 m measures
- Act according the RIVM health- and safety guidelines
- Use only your own pen
- Desinfect hands before and after on-board inspections
- Also keep distance during other activities (trails, noise measurements...)
- Limit visits on board. (Check repairs by email, photos and invoices)

If any questions? You can contact us by mailing to: general@nbkb.nl

Together we can ensure inland navigation to be certified in time AND kept in service safely.